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ANS 1: ILLEGAL: software engineering work without a license is illegal.

IMMORAL: When someone is immoral, they make decisions
that purposely violate a moralagreement.

UNETHICAL: Software developers get involved in unethical
practices by working for companies cheating

LEGAL: Legal softwar engineers operate at the intersection of technology law
customer success and product development. On any given week they may be helping a
customer map out a new process for their procurement contracts, involved in scoping a
sales deal or working with our product team to define a new feature.

MORAL: the software engineers work morally to impress the costumer.

UNETHICAL: Disclosing Confidential Information Stealing Others Work and Pirating
Software Cause Real Harm to Others My last blog dealt with ethical

LEGAL:software engineers work on their own as consulting software engineers.
professional discipline to formal processes and especially legal liability that often are
not applied in cases of software development.

MORAL: Morals are the principles we follow that help us know the difference between
right and wrong.

UNETHICAL: Cases of programming practices being abused and unethical and/or illegal
coding have been reported all over the media which isnt great publicity for developers
and engineers.

ANS 2:As in this era we are looking many changes in software industry like social
media



applications mobile games and flourishing e-commerce industry. Thats all due to ethics.

Because of ethics defines socially acceptable behaviors established by various
organizations to

produce a positive effect on judgment, to establish responsibility of professionals to act
ethically

according to the policies and procedures of their employers professional organizations
and laws

of society. Thats why educational institutions include ethics awareness in software
engineering.

ANS 3: Cyber ethics is a more accurate label than computer ethics which might
suggest the study of ethical issues limited to computing machines or to computing
professionals.

ANS 4:

a illegal.

b. illegal.

c. unethical.

d. immoral.

ANS 5: LEGAL. it is legal because the company give pay for attending tranning.

MORAL: It is moral because our company employees attending the traning an he earn
more knowledge whice is good foour company.

ETHICAL: it is ethical because it is good work for the emplyees and he works in rules.
and this is ethical.


